Multiple Cerebral Juvenile Xanthogranuloma; a Case Report
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ABSTRACT
Juvenile xanthogranuloma (JXG), is the most common form of non-Langerhans cell histiocytosis. It is a rare and usually benign, monoclonal proliferative disorder of histiocytic cells. The occurrence of multiple brain lesions is extremely rare. Due to the rarity of CNS disease, the preferred treatment and overall prognosis of these patients remain unclear. In this case report, authors present their experience about a patient with isolated multiple cerebral JXG which yields considerable outcomes. The patient was an eleven-year-old boy with anorexia and recurrent vomiting. Brain MRI demonstrated multiple lesions involving right lateral ventricle wall and periventricular white matter, the right side of splenium, mammillary body and tuber cinereum, fourth ventricle floor and roof, and cerebellar tonsil. After initial response to chemotherapy, the lesions recurred and radiotherapy was done. Consequent to good response after radiotherapy and despite the occurrence of a seizure attack, long term follow-up showed the marked resolution of the lesions and a good general status.

Introduction
Juvenile xanthogranuloma (JXG), which was introduced in 1905, is the most common form of non-Langerhans cell histiocytosis. It is a rare and usually benign, monoclonal proliferative disorder of histiocytic cells resembling dermal dendrocyte.¹⁻⁶ It is presumed that JXG develops after unknown stimuli that provoke a granulomatous histiocytic reaction. However, the true etiology of JXG is currently unknown.⁷

In most patients (67%), JXG is characterized by asymptomatic solitary yellow-brown papules or nodules found on the face and neck which are well-demarcated, firm, rubbery, or round usually varying from 0.5 to 2 cm in diameter.⁵⁻⁷⁻⁸ Cutaneous lesions are usually asymptomatic and most lesions spontaneously involute. However, some cases present at non-cutaneous sites and can result in serious complications.¹ Moreover, in 5% of patients, there are multiple cutaneous lesions or involvement of visceral organs (systemic JXG) with or without skin lesions.² Systemic involvements include organs such as eyes, lung, liver, spleen and central nervous system (CNS).³ Cutaneous JXG with systemic visceral and CNS involvement is rare (4% of cases) with significant mortality and morbidity.⁴ A smaller subgroup of patients presents with isolated CNS disease with no systemic involvement.¹⁰ In addition, the occurrence of multiple brain lesions is extremely rare.¹¹ This subgroup appears unique in terms of patient characteristics, treatment, and outcome. Due to the rarity of CNS disease, the preferred treatment and overall prognosis of these patients remain unclear.⁸,¹⁰ In this case report, authors present their experience about a patient with isolated multiple cerebral JXG which yields considerable outcomes.
Case Presentation
An eleven-year-old boy with a chief complaint of anorexia and recurrent vomiting in the late two months was admitted to a tertiary care hospital. He weighed 18.5 Kg and noted 8-kilogram weight loss during that period. Vomiting was projectile, non-bloody, and progressive in severity and frequency and was not related to feeding or waking up from sleep. Written informed consent was obtained from the parents to report the case.

First diagnostic work-ups including hematological indices, biochemistries, electrolyte levels and imaging studies (chest X-ray and abdominal ultrasound) were normal. In the next step, upper gastrointestinal endoscopy and biopsy were performed. As minimal chronic gastritis was the only finding. After a partial recovery of symptoms, the patient’s complaints were relapsed in conjunction with new-onset attacks of headache. Therefore, a Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) of the brain with a contrast injection was performed after hospitalization in 17 Shahrivar children hospital on January 13th, 2016. MRI demonstrated multifocal signal abnormality involving right lateral ventricle wall and periventricular white matter, the right side of splenium, mammillary body and tuber cinereum, fourth ventricle floor and roof (fastigium) and cerebellar tonsil. Contrast injection showed remarkable and intense enhancement of the above-mentioned lesions (Figure 1). These findings suggested infiltrative processes such as primary brain malignancies or lymphoma. Further diagnostic work-ups including bone marrow study, cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) analysis and, whole-body scan by Technetium-99 (Tc99) were normal.

For defining the nature of the lesions, a stereotactic biopsy was taken. Pathology study on the sample showed a chronic infiltrative process mostly composed of lymphocytes and macrophages. Using immunohistochemistry (IHC) study, the specimen showed CD68, CD3, CD20, GFAP (Glial Fibrillary Acidic Protein) and Synaptophysin positive cells while they were negative for S100 and CD1a. These findings were compatible with the diagnosis of multiple cerebral juvenile xanthogranulomata.

Regarding the number, size and, location of the lesions, treatment using the LCH-III protocol was started. Anorexia and vomiting disappeared and his overall health status was improved dramatically after six weeks of induction using prednisolone, vinblastine, and methotrexate. The patient’s weight increased to 20 Kg and brain MRI showed a reduction in size and enhancement of brain lesions (Figure 2).

About 100 days after entering the continuation phase using 6-mercaptopurine, prednisolone, vinblastine, and methotrexate, the patient’s symptoms relapsed and his weight decreased to 17 Kg. Brain MRI also showed an increase in size and enhancement of lesions (Figure 3).

Therefore, the patient labeled as a relapsed case and treatment plan switched to chemotherapy protocol consisting of cladribine plus high dose Ara-C for 2 courses. But symptoms were persistent and brain MRI showed no significant change in the size of brain masses. At this stage, chemotherapy discontinued and cranial radiotherapy was employed. Using this approach, the patient’s complaints and symptoms were improved dramatically and his weight increased to 21 Kg. Also, brain MRI showed a significant reduction in tumor size (Figure 4).

Regular follow-up to assess the patient’s overall health status, weight measuring and performing a brain MRI was started after 3 months off-therapy until now (July 2019). Serial brain MRI showed no significant change in mass sizes and the patient’s weight had an increasing trend from 21 Kg at the end of radiotherapy to 31 Kg in the last follow-up course.

Thirty-five months after completion of treatment, the patient admitted again due to a generalized seizure new...
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Brain MRI showed no significant change in the size of lesions. Due to the patient’s overall good health status, not relevant imaging findings indicative of tumor relapse and normality of other work-ups; a decision was made to anticonvulsant usage, continue close follow-up, and no treatment for cerebral lesions per se.

The post-seizure follow-up of the patient up to six months revealed a good overall health status and increasing body weight to 39 kg, and a reduction in size and number of brain lesions were obvious in brain MRI (Figure 5).

Discussion

It is extremely rare to diagnose a patient with isolated intracranial JXG without cutaneous or other organs involvement. So far, few cases have been reported. While the imaging characteristics are nonspecific, MRI examination is the first option for localizing the lesions. MRI finding of most intracranial JXG lesions are iso-signal T1 weighted and high signal T2 mass with homogenous enhancement. Their location and radiological characteristics mimic other primary intracranial tumors, such as meningioma, schwannoma, nerve sheath tumor, ependymoma, glioma, and Rosai-Dorfman disease, as well as granulomatous lesions. Thus, the gold standard for the diagnosis of JXG is histopathologic examination.

Multiple intracranial lesions were more common than solitary lesions and a small subgroup of JXG with CNS involvement, but without systemic visceral or cutaneous disease has been reported.12-14 Although most cases of systemic JXG typically have a benign clinical course and does not require treatment, it can rarely lead to symptoms or even be fatal and may need any combination of surgery, chemotherapy, radiotherapy, and immunosuppression. In general adjuvant radiation and/or chemotherapy are often administered for the rare patients with symptomatic, unresectable, tumor regrowth or incompletely resected extracutaneous disease, but the response to these treatments is typically partial. In cases of tumor regrowth and patients with inaccessible lesions,
adjuvant therapy should probably be given earlier. These recommendations are based on a very small number of patients; first-line treatment other than surgery has not been established.3, 8, 9, 15

In this case, LCH III was used for treatment and indicated a primary significant response. Two previous case reports used LCH-based multiagent chemotherapy as well. The first case report used prednisolone, vinblastine, and methotrexate on a 42-month-old boy with disseminated papular skin lesions and multiple brain lesions. This regimen caused regression of skin and CNS lesions. However, 6 months after completion of chemotherapy, cutaneous but not CNS lesions relapsed.11 The second one used additional cytarabine on a one-year-old girl with systemic JXG and a tumor at the left pontine angle with dysmorphic histiocytes in her spinal fluid for 12 months. By this treatment, symptoms ameliorated and during 1-year follow-up, she became normal.19 Although, in this study clinicians encountered problems with the treatment because one hundred days after the initiation of continuation phase, symptoms relapsed and brain lesions’ size increased.

In the current study, clinicians used 2 courses of Cladribine and high-dose Ara-C without a significant response. A clinical trial in 2016 studied outcomes of patients with refractory, risk-organ–positive Langerhans cell histiocytosis using mentioned protocol. After 2 courses, an overall response rate of 92% and an overall survival rate of 85% were reported.17

At this stage, cranial radiotherapy was initiated. The response was dramatic and a significant improvement in symptoms and tumor size was appreciated. Two case reports in 2007 and 2012 investigated cranial radiation outcomes in an 11-year-old and a 13-year-old patients, respectively, with refractory symptomatic intracranial and leptomeningeal JXG. After being refractory to commonly used chemotherapy regimen, cranial radiotherapy was initiated which led to resolution of the masses and marked improvement in neurological symptoms.18, 19

As intracranial lesions have a tendency to grow slowly,10 clinicians followed their case every 3 months for 6 months and continued the process every 6 months until now with brain MRI. Totally eight follow-ups were performed for a total 3.5 years. Serial brain MRI showed no significant change in mass size and the patient’s general condition do well and weight had an increasing trend just before the seventh follow up. As at that time, the patient experienced a seizure attack probably unrelated to brain lesions, a decision making to continue “no treatment strategy” for cerebral lesions per se seemed logical. Despite the occurrence of seizure, it is noteworthy that in the last follow up, clinicians detected a significant reduction in size and number of brain lesions and the patient maintained a good overall health status. As stated before by other investigators,6, 19 clinicians believe that longer follow-ups could change the prognosis and the preferred management of these patients.

**Conclusion**

JXG should be considered in the differential diagnosis of any child presenting with CNS lesions. MRI is the modality of choice for localization of CNS lesions and provides precious information for further planning in diagnosis and management. Histopathology examination is mandatory for a definite diagnosis. It remains important to report patients with isolated CNS JXG to increase our cumulative experience with the treatment of this rare condition and to clarify management strategies.
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